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Abstract
Machining processes are among the most common manufacturing processes for producing
components used on a daily basis. It is a complex material removal process. Today,
the research and development within the manufacturing industry is addressed by cost
efficient numerical simulation strategies rather than by costly experimental procedures.
The numerical simulation tools must then be able to model material subjected to inelastic
deformations at high strain-rates and elevated temperatures and use reliable and well
defined models for ductile material behavior and fracture.
The development of the modeling strategy, for the ductile material and fracture response
herein, is embedded in a continuum thermodynamics framework. The Johnson-Cook
constitutive model is applied for the effective visco-plastic material response. The ductile
fracture behavior, is modelled by a continuum damage enhanced material formulation
where an inelastic damage threshold is followed by a damage evolution law. A set of
smeared damage evolution models are proposed, which are shown to give mesh independent
results for quasi-static and isothermal conditions.
In addition, for more general situations, an alternative continuum progressive ductile
damage model coupled to thermodynamics is formulated, where the damage induced
fracture area production is based on a progression speed and a length-scale parameter.
The damage evolution is then governed by a damage driving energy which, defined from
the dissipation rate, consists of both elastic and inelastic contributions. In this way, the
model is able to represent the ductile fracture process in a thermodynamically consistent
way at high strain-rates and elevated temperatures, while partly preserving the mesh
independent response. Moreover, the ability of the model to capture the material and
fracture response at various states of stress triaxiality is investigated and results are
compared with experiments. The damage model is shown to be able to capture the
fracture response with the appropriate formulation of the damage driving energy including
at least the inelastic part.
Finally, the continuum progressive ductile damage model is applied in a rigid visco-
plastic context for the simulation of the orthogonal machining process. Here, simulation
results for the difficult-to-cut material Alloy 718 are compared with experimentally
determined forces, tool-chip contact-lengths and chip shapes at varying cutting speeds.
Even though the proposed damage model consists of few parameters it is able to represent
the cutting parameters considered in good agreement with experiments.
Keywords: Machining simulation, Mesh dependence, Thermodynamics, Johnson-Cook,
Ductile fracture, Damage threshold criterion, Damage evolution, Damage driving energy
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Part I
Extended Summary
1 Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
Machining is the most adopted metal shaping process in the manufacturing industry
accounting for approximately 15 % of the value of all mechanical components worldwide
[1]. Part of the explanation relate to its high precision, where a tolerance on a level
of microns is readily achievable. The versatility of the process is another contributing
factor. By applying machining processes, to form and shape complicated geometries, a
vast amount of time and economical expenses can be reduced. The increasing competition
in the manufacturing industry, where productivity, efficiency and ongoing development
are key aspects striven for in order to be in the leading edge, has further favored the use
of metal machining processes [2].
To continuously improve the key aspects within manufacturing industry a detailed
understanding and development of the machining processes is of great importance. The
research within the field has, so far, lead to e.g. advances in machine tools, optimization
of machining operations and new cutting tools for a variety of materials and machining
operations. However, the increased knowledge of the processes has enlightened other
important aspects to be consider in order to continue accelerating the development.
Evidently, machining is a material removal process where a considerable waste of
material- up to 10 % of the workpiece volume might be removed to reach the final
geometrical dimensions [3]. With ever increasing demands on machined components/parts,
the increased productivity from the manufacturing point of view is reflected in terms
of an increasing material removal rate (cutting speed, feed and depth of cut). The
increased removal rate result in increased thermo-mechanical loads, due to severe material
deformation, on the cutting tool which lead to an increased wear of the tool and hence
poor machining conditions. These conditions will significantly affect the product quality
by altering the surface integrity e.g. the residual stresses at the surface and the mechanical
properties of the final component. Hence, there are tremendous incentives to fine-tune
existing manufacturing processes, or to replace them with new and innovative ones,
in order to obtain near-net-shape. Therefore, it is important to optimize the whole
manufacturing process, on a macro-level, with respect to distortion, surface integrity
and operational conditions so that the productivity, efficiency and not least the product
quality are secured.
To achieve this, the processing parameters on a micro-level, e.g. the creation of
desirable compressive surface stresses, cutting forces, temperature and tool wear need to
be controlled. These issues were previously addressed in the manufacturing industry via
the application of costly experimental procedures in order to optimize the operational
conditions based on the processing parameters. However, recently focus has shifted
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towards a more cost efficient strategy concerning the implementation of simulation tools
based on the finite element method (FEM) for the machining operations e.g. turning,
milling and grinding included in the manufacturing chain [4], [5], [6]. Therefore, to
represent the considered machining operations, the simulation tool needs to accurately
represent the divesrity of physical phenomena that occur in the vicinity of the cutting tool.
This concerns the modeling of e.g., large elasto-plastic deformations, high deformation
rates including elevated temperatures that potentially might lead to adiabatic shear band
formations and localized fracturing. In the case of machining heterogeneous materials,
the interaction between different phases in the microstructure lead to an additional
complexity of the deformation process [7]. It has been shown that the reliability of the
modeling results are strongly coupled to the viability to the adopted constitutive model
to accurately describe the material deformation [3], [8]. Hence, to simulate the machining
operations the modeling of the ductile material and fracturing response is crucial but
needs to be set in relation to the computational efficiency. For this emphasis most of the
recent modeling approaches with respect to the ductile material and fracture behavior
are derived within the local continuum framework. Unfortunately, these local continuum
models experience a pathological mesh dependence if not a mesh objective enhancement
or re-meshing technique is applied. The occurrence of the mesh dependence has been
shown and investigated in relation to the modeling of machining processes e.g. [9], [10].
Therefore, it is of significant importance that the adopted modelling framework in the
present thesis work is able to represent the material response mesh independently as
possible.
Summarizing, to further contribute to the development of reliable simulation tools
for optimization and understanding of the machining process, more efficient modeling
approaches need to be considered. To achieve this, the number of calibration parameters
for the material and damage models used need to be held on a realistic level, while still
representing the physics in the cutting zone hence, reducing the need for time consuming
and costly experimental testing. Additionally, the numerical modeling needs to be time
efficient for industrial applications thus, developing the material and damage models
within the continuum framework is an established and widely applied approach. Evidently
implying that the inherited mesh dependence needs to be reduced to accurately model the
process. If accomplished, the modeling strategy might potentially be adopted in industrial
applications related to the machining process.
1.2 Purpose and aim
The purpose of the presented work stems from the need to efficiently, accurately and
independently of operational material predict and optimize the operational conditions for
machining processes. The aim of this thesis is to model the ductile material and fracture
response so the purpose will be fulfilled.
To accomplish this, the following research questions are addressed:
• How is ductile damage characterized ?
• How should the pre- and post peak response be modelled to represent the ductile
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FE-response and reduce the mesh dependence present in the local continuum
framework?
• Which are the important material and failure phenomena necessary to be account
for in order to simulate the machining process based on the FEM?
• How should the ductile damage model be incorporated for the simulation of the
machining process?
1.3 Outline
The structure of this thesis is presented in this section. As a point of departure an overview
of the modeling of ductile damage and machining is presented in section 2. Here the
fundamental aspects of ductile damage and fracture are introduced and discussed together
with relevant modeling approaches. Moreover, a general description of the machining
process is introduced where important central aspects and modeling approaches are
highlighted.
The modeling framework developed for the ductile material behavior and fracturing
process is presented in section 3. The objective is to describe the ideas applied for the
modeling, starting with a general description of the ductile material and fracturing process
in section 3.1. It is followed by detailed description of the modeling approach adopted
in section 3.2-3.4.3. These sections highlight the damage enhancement, the inelastic
damage threshold criterion followed by the damage evolution described by a smeared
and continuum damage evolution law derived in Paper A and Paper B, respectively.
Finally, in section 3.4.5 the continuum damage evolution law developed in Paper B, is
validated in Paper C with respect to the formulation of the damage driving energy at
varying states of stress triaxiality where the main findings are highlighted.
The modeling framework adopted for the machining process, in Paper D, is presented
in section 4. The incorporation of the ductile material damage and fracture modeling,
from section 3, in a machining simulation context is described in section 4.2 - 4.3. The
outcome and main results are presented and discussed in section 4.4. The thesis is finalized
with a short summary of the appended papers in section 5 followed by concluding remarks
in section 6 and an overview of future work in section 7.
3
2 Modeling overview of ductile damage and
machining
Damage is in general governed by the mechanism of debonding however, depending on the
considered material, loading conditions and thermal conditions that prevail, the process
can be manifested in various ways. Ductile fracture, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, is often
associated with significant amount of plastic deformation, where the nucleation of voids
and micro-cracks grow and coalesce on a micro-structural level to form macroscopic cracks
[11], [12]. This type of fracture is frequently occurring in engineering applications e.g.
machining, automotive and aerospace. To be equipped to accurately and efficiently model
ductile fracture, it is of significance to understand and be able to model and predict the
underlying phenomena governing this process.
Figure 2.1: Sequence of events in the progression of ductile fracture by nucleation and
coalescence of voids followed by a micro-crack growth.
2.1 Ductile damage and fracture modeling
The role of micro voids during the ductile fracture process was recognized early by
McClintock [13] who attempted to correlate the radius of the nucleated cavities to the
size of the plastic strain. During the same period Rice and Tracy [14] analyzed the
evolution of spherical voids, compared to McClintock who assumed cylindrical voids, in a
elastic-perfectly plastic material. In these early works on ductile fracture, the radius of the
evolving cavity was assumed to be the governing aspect signaling failure when reaching
a certain threshold value. Subsequently, the micro-mechanical modeling point of view
on ductile fracture was introduced in the works by e.g. Gurson [15], Tvergaard [16] and
Rousselier [17]. Here, a porosity term was introduced in the yield function, representing
the void volume growth in the considered material. Needleman and Tvergaard [18]
contributed to a further improvement of the work by Gurson, extending it to account for
the acceleration in the failure process as a effect of void coalescence. Furthermore, in
a later work by Pardoen and Hutchinson [19] the role on void spacing and void shape
effects was addressed.
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Even though these models are able to fairly well represent the physical phenomena on
a micro-scale it is difficult to apply these concepts when considering large scale structures
for the prediction of ductile fracture. Lemaitre [20], [11] aimed to bridge these scale levels
by introducing an alternative continuum damage modeling framework on the intermediate
macro-scale degrading the effective material via a scalar damage variable. In line with the
introduction of the continuum damage approach to fracture, Johnson and Cook developed
phenomenological models for the representation of the flow stress [21] and failure strain
[22]. These models account for the effects of isotropic hardening, strain-rate, temperature
and stress triaxiality. All important components in order to represent ductile fracture.
However, it became quickly evident that it was difficult to capture the phenomena of
strain localization, induced by strain softening in a mesh independent fashion. To remedy
these issues, Bazant et al. [23], Bazant and Pijaudier-Cabot [24] elaborated on a non-local
continuum damage approach. Subsequently, extensions to non-local micro-mechanical
formulations were made by e.g. Tvergaard and Needleman [25] and Reusch et al. [26].
However, in situations when the crack paths are known a´ priori the cohesive zone
concept, introduced by Dugdale [27] and Barenblatt [28] for elastic-plastic fracture in
ductile materials, could be applied in a straight forward manner. In this modeling
framework the degrading mechanisms in front of the crack tip are unified into a discrete
line or plane, while a stress-displacement relation across the considered line or plane is
used to represent the degradation in the fracture zone. Here, the separation (displacement
jump) migth be achieved by applying interface elements and hence introducing regularized
displacement discontinuities at the finite element (FE) interfaces see e.g. Larsson et al.
[29]. However, an alternative approach is to embed the displacement jumps within the
FE. To achieve this the standard displacement based FE approach needs to be enhanced
with additional degrees of freedom, computed using a traction-separation law, to control
the displacement jump see e.g. Ortiz et al. [30]. Needleman [31] used these concepts to
describe the process of void nucleation from initial debonding through complete separation
and subsequent void growth in ductile materials. Since the introduction of the cohesive
zone framework, a vast amount of approaches for the representation of fracture has
been conducted e.g. Ortiz and Pandolfi [32], Scheider [33], Remmers et al. [34]. The
disadvantage of this approach is obvious when the crack path is unknown a´ priori, which
leads to strong mesh dependence as evidenced by Scheider and Brocks [35]. During
recent years the cohesive zone concept is often combined with the eXtended finite element
methodology (XFEM) introduced by Belytschko and Black [36], who formulated the
kinetics using the work by Melenk and Babusˇka on the concept of the partition of unity
[37]. The XFEM was further improved by Moe¨s et al. [38]. It is now often applied for
the representation of mesh objective fracture response together with the cohesive zone
framework e.g. Zi and Belytschko [39], Larsson [40] and Fagerstro¨m [41]. In addition,
XFEM is nowadays also combined with computational homogenization, where multi-scale
modeling on a micro- and macro scale level is used to represent the ductile fracture process
e.g. Svenning [42].
Recent developments on diffuse crack models based on the introduction of a crack phase-
field for the representation of the the sharp crack discontinuity by Miehe et al. [43], [44]
have been adopted frequently, see Figure 2.2. This approach models the transition from
crack nucleation to propagation, representing both the merging and branching of cracks
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in a natural fashion. Developments to represent the transition from brittle to ductile
fracture have been made by Miehe et al. [45] and pure ductile fracture by Ambati et al.
[46].
Figure 2.2: Left) A sharp crack within a solid. Right) Representation of the regularized
diffuse crack surface.
2.2 The machining process - orthogonal cutting
Damage and fracture are also manifested during machining processes. It is primarily
related to the removal of material from the workpiece to achieve appropriate dimensions
within reasonable tolerances. However, to model the the machining process and increase
the understanding of the material behavior, including the complex phenomena occurring
at the vicinity of the cutting tool it is important to have an understanding of the general
mechanisms during the process.
2.2.1 The material flow
Let’s consider Figure 2.3 which illustrate the orthogonal machining process (2D turning),
where the cutting tool is perpendicular to the direction of motion of the workpiece. During
this process a material portion called ”chip” is removed from the workpiece under the
occurrence of a diversity of physical phenomena e.g. large elasto-plastic deformations,
high strain-rates, thermo-mechanical coupling, complicated contact conditions and chip
separation. The major deformation during the machining process, which occurs at the
vicinity of the cutting tool, is concentrated within three different zones; the primary,
secondary and tertiary deformation zones as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
To increase the productivity and efficiency of the machining process and hence meet
the escalating customer demands an increase in material removal rate e.g. cutting speed,
feed rate and depth of cut is most often the solution. However, the increasing material
removal rates results from the high deformation rates involved in these processes which
lead to a severe shear localized deformation in the primary deformation zone. This leads
to a high temperature increase in this region which is a consequence of the large amount
of heat generated due to energy dissipation from the highly localized plastic deformation
in the vicinity of the cutting tool edge.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the primary, secondary and tertiary deformation zones during
orthogonal cutting.
However, in the secondary deformation zone complex contact conditions occur between
the inner surface of the chip and the tool surface. Briefly, this zone can be separated into
two distinct regions as illustrated in Figure 2.3 namely, the sticking and sliding region,
respectively. Due to the high contact pressure at the cutting tool edge, the chip material
might stick to the tool surface hence refereed to as the sticking region. With an increasing
distance from the cutting tool edge, the contact pressure along the rake face successively
decreases leading to a sliding of the chip material against the tool surface. As the plastic
deformations along this zone are shown to be larger than in the primary deformation zone
and the occurrence of friction at the contact, a significantly higher temperature increase
might be observed compared to the primary deformation zone. Consequently, the high
pressure and temperature in this zone lead to high thermo-mechanical loads which are
primarily responsible for the tool wear [47].
As material is removed from the workpiece new surfaces are created in the tertiary
deformation zone in Figure 2.3. Here, the sliding of the tool edge along these surfaces can
induce deformations in this region. This will, influence the material and component prop-
erties e.g. residual stresses, surface roughness and microstructural phase transformations
in this region.
2.2.2 Chip formation
Depending on the workpiece material considered and cutting conditions applied, the
chip morphology might vary. Machining a ductile material at low cutting speeds often
results in the formation of continuous chips. However, if the chip breakage is poor it
is most likely that too long chips will form especially at low cutting speeds. This will
successively lead to the adhering of the workpiece material to the tool surface due to
pressure welding hence creating the formation of the chip with a built-up edge. When
machining e.g. titanium alloys and nickel-based superalloys at relatively high cutting
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speed a shear-localized chip formation is manifested. The occurrence of this type of chips
is often explained by the onset of instability due to the adiabatic shear band formation in
narrow, highly deformed, regions [48], [49]. Yet another explanation for the development
of this type of chip is the crack/damage initiation and subsequent propagation [50], [51].
Finally, if a naturally brittle material is considered e.g. Gray Iron or Compacted Graphite
Iron (CGI) a discontinuous chip formation is often observed [52]. Note though it was
found in Paper C that the inelasticity of CGI should be considered.
2.2.3 Cutting forces
During the machining (turning) operation as seen in Figure 2.4, the cutting tool is
subjected to different forces at the vicinity of the cutting edge. These forces affect the
performance of the tool e.g. wear, the product quality, the machine power needed and
the dynamics of the system among others. Figure 2.4 illustrates the forces acting on
a 3D tool edge. The cutting force Fc acts in the cutting direction. The feed force Ff
acts tangentially to the cutting force. Hence, it is parallel to the feed direction while the
passive force Fp is acting perpendicular to the feed force.
Figure 2.4: Illustration of the forces acting on the cutting tool during 3D turning operation.
2.2.4 Modeling approaches
In the mid 20th century, the machining process was modelled using analytical models
which at this stage of the development described the basic mechanics behind machining
e.g. orthogonal cutting by means of simplified assumptions on the cutting zone. Here
the pioneering work by Merchant [53] and Oxley [54] are among the central and most
important works at the time. These works are still used for calibration purposes of the
flow stress response e.g. Malakizadi et. al. [55]. However, with the successive increase
in computer power and the introduction of the FEM, the numerical modeling of the
machining process gained scientific interest during the 1970s. Among the first to apply
the FEM to model the machining process was Shirakasi and Usui [56]. Since then a set of
numerical modeling strategies have been developed with respect to the FEM, primarily
with respect to the Lagrangian and Eulerian methods.
In the Lagrangian method the FE mesh is interlaced with the material motion while
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in the Eulerian approach the mesh is fixed in space allowing the material to flow through.
Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. For instance, applying the
Lagrangian method to machining simulations often results in an extensive distortion of
the elements if not e.g. a re-meshing technique is adopted [5], [57]. However, it allows
for the simulation of the chip formation without knowing the morphology a´ priori which
is a must when the Eulerian method is considered. To avoid the frequent re-meshing
with respect to the Lagrangian method the Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian method has
been developed and applied to the modeling of machining [58], [59], [60]. This method
combines the best features of the Lagrangian and Eulerian methods.
2.2.5 Constitutive and fracture modeling
Machining is a rapid material removal process during which high cutting speeds often
result in large strains, high strain-rates and elevated temperature which affects the ma-
terial response, see section 2.2.1. Evidently, these complex phenomena (among others)
have been extensively investigated experimentally in order to increase the knowledge and
understanding of the chip formation process and the activation of different microstructural
mechanisms. With increased understanding of the fundamental mechanisms the devel-
opment of more accurate, efficient and robust processes has been achieved. To further
accelerate the accumulation of knowledge within the field, numerous of numerical models
have been developed. These models strive to explain, capture and predict not only chip
formations but as well tool wear and the evolution of damage during the machining process.
Therefore, to increase the reliability of the numerical models accurate constitutive models
are considered to be highly necessary for the representation of the workpiece material be-
havior under machining conditions. For this purpose, there exist phenomenological models
for the representation of the flow stress response e.g. the Johnson-Cook constitutive
model [21] and modified versions of the model [61]. The Zerilli-Armstrong constitutive
model [62] is a dislocation-mechanics-based constitutive model relating the effects of
strain, strain-rate and temperature to the activation of dislocations. Another model is the
extended modified Bai-Wierzbicki model [63], which accounts for the influence of the state
of stress, strain-rate, temperature and damage on the flow stress response. Depending on
the heat treatment of the workpiece material e.g. machining hardened steel, constitutive
models accounting for the effect of hardness are developed and proposed by Umbrello et
al. [64]. The methodology of physically based constitutive models, where the knowledge
of the underlying softening and hardening mechanisms are central ingredients for the
representation of the material response is developing fast e.g. [65],[66], [67]. However, it
requires a significant amount of parameters to be calibrated.
On the other hand, the creation of new surfaces or rather separation of material that
occurs during machining needs to be modelled and hence, different approaches are possible.
For instance a predefined line in front of the tool tip can be assigned for the fracturing
in relation to a separation criterion. The separation criterion can be defined either by a
geometrical or physical relation. In the work by Shirakasi and Usui [56], the geometrical
relation concern the distance the tool has penetrated into the FE discretized workpiece
was considered. However, the physical criterion for the signaling of the separation along
the predefined line are based on tensile plastic work [68], strain energy density [69] among
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others. The material separation can also be achieved without assigning any predefined
line in the workpiece material. This is represented by considering the plastic deformation
hence modeling the chip formation process as a forming process which unfortunately leads
to excessive distortion of the elements if not e.g. adaptive re-meshing is applied. However,
modifying existing phenomenological constitutive models to incorporate strain softening
effects has been shown to be yet another possible modeling technique where there is no
need for any fracture criterion for the material separation as re-meshing is considered e.g.
[61], [70]. Yet another approach is to consider the continuum damage modeling framework
for the creation of surfaces. In this approach the effective material is enhanced with a
fracture criterion e.g. based on fracture strain [22], hydrostatic influence [68] to mention
some alternatives. This approach, combining a phenomenological constitutive model with
an appropriate fracture criterion is an often adopted strategy e.g. [71], [72]. Whenever the
criterion is reached damage evolution occurs. Recently, the implementation of non-local
modeling approaches within the machining community have gained interest [73], [74].
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3 Continuum damage and ductile fracture
modeling
The objective with this chapter is, to describe the modeling framework developed for the
ductile material and fracture process. To represent the ductile fracture process, a damage
enhanced continuum of Lemaitre type is considered where the effective material is coupled
to a damage evolution law. Here the damage evolution is promoted by a damage driving
energy, consisting of elastic and inelastic contributions. To account for a flexible ductile
fracture modeling, a damage threshold criterion is introduced. Whenever the criterion
is fulfilled the inelastic damage driving energy is initiated thus leading to a substantial
evolution of damage and, a progressive loss of material integrity. On the one hand, the
local character of the adopted modeling framework contributes to computational efficiency
and robustness, while on the other results in an induced mesh dependence. To overcome
the issue, an mesh objective enhancement of the continuum damage modeling is proposed
in order to strengthen the modeling approach.
3.1 Pre- and post localization response
Ductile fracture is often associated with considerable amount of plastic deformation a´
prior to fracture. Considering a circular notched specimen subjected to tensile loading as
in Figure 3.1, a ”necking” or localization region will occur in the notch after continuous
deformation.
Figure 3.1: The material response for a ductile material illustrating the pre- and post
localization regions.
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Subsequently, formation of voids and micro-cracks occur and coalesce on a micro-structural
level to form macroscopic cracks induced by shear deformation, and hence eventually
leading to a compete fracture. Moreover, as the process is slow, it allows for the absorption
of large amount of energy in the material. To describe the response of deforming ductile
materials in more detail, it can be divided in to two predominant regions the pre- and
post localization regions as shown in Figure 3.1.
The pre-localization response can be split into two parts. Firstly, an elastic response is
manifested where the induced deformation due to the loading is reversible. This implies
that, the material response is completely recovered to its initial state upon unloading.
Secondly, if a continuous loading is carried out beyond the yield point, the material enters
a irreversible state, where there will always remain a permanent plastic deformation after
unloading. Upon further loading the plastic deformation become significant, which is
reflected by an local increase in temperature in those regions. This leads to a successive
thermal softening of the material, and a subsequent localization in narrow bands hence,
formation of the ”necking”. Along these bands the material successively lose its load
carrying capacity (integrity) and hence, enters the post- localization regime.
Besides, an increase in thermal softening, a damage initiation and propagation followed
by a complete fracture is often manifested during the post- localization response. Here
voids and micro-cracks are assumed to be formed, resulting in a initiation of damage. The
propagation of the damage is governed by the growth of these voids and micro-cracks
to eventually coalesce into macro-cracks leading to a complete fracture. Therefore, it is
highly important to be able to capture these phenomena in order to properly describe the
material response and degradation in this regime.
To represent the continuum response during the deformation and fracturing process,
an appropriate formulation of the effective material combined with a damage evolution
law is developed. The modeling framework should, in addition, account for the important
occurring phenomena during the process e.g. strain hardening, strain-rate and thermal
softening in order to accurately predict the material behavior.
3.2 Damage enhanced effective material
The modeling framework for the representation of ductile fracture developed in this work
is intended to be put in the context of modeling and simulation of machining processes.
Therefore, it is of significant interest that the effective material response is formulated
so that it captures and accounts for the thermal softening during the deformation. As
machining is a rapid process, the effect of strain-rate and material hardening needs to
be additionally captured. Besides the material behavior, the separation of material or
fracturing process needs to be modelled. As pointed out in section 3.1, the crack/damage
propagation in a ductile material is promoted by shear deformation. In fact, shear
deformation is the predominant deformation mode occurring in the primary deformation
zone during machining. Therefore, damage evolution should primarily be promoted by
shear deformation to represent the deformation and fracturing during machining.
For this purpose, a scalar damage enhanced visco-plastic effective material model is
formulated in Paper A and Paper B to represent the progressive loss of material integrity
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during the deformation process. To promote damage evolution by shear deformation,
the isochoric part of the effective material is degraded by the degradation function f [α]
in Paper B, compared to Paper A where the complete effective material response is
degraded, as
ψ = f [α]ρ0
(
ψˆiso[b¯] + g[θ]ψˆmic[k]
)
+ ρ0ψˆ
vol[J¯ , θ] + ρ0ψˆ
th[θ] (3.1)
here •ˆ denotes quantities of the effective material while •¯ represent reversible quantities.
Moreover, ψˆiso is the isochoric part of the free energy, ψˆmic represents the stored free
energy due to internal hardening processes in the material, ψˆvol is the stored free energy
due to volumetric deformation and ψˆth is the stored free energy induced by the temperature.
Additionally, ρ0 corresponds to the density in the reference configuration, α is the scalar
damage variable, b¯ is the reversible Finger tensor, θ is the temperature while k represents
the inelastic straining and J¯ denotes the reversible volumetric deformation. Finally, g[θ]
is the temperature degradation function accounting for the induced thermal softening in
the effective material as
g[θ] =

1 θ ≤ θroom
1−
(
θ−θroom
θmelt−θroom
)
m θroom < θ < θmelt
0 θ ≥ θmelt
(3.2)
where m is an exponent of the temperature degradation, θroom and θmelt are room and
melting temperatures, respectively.
It should be highlighted that the Johnson-Cook (JC) constitutive model [21] is applied
as the prototype for the representation of the flow stress and thus indirectly the effective
material response in Paper A - Paper D and is defined as
τˆy =
(
A+Bkn
)(
1 + C log
[
k˙
˙0
])
g[θ] for k˙ ≥ ˙0 (3.3)
This relates to the fact that is often considered for the modeling and simulation of
machining as it accounts for the effects of isotropic hardening via the yield stress A,
hardening stress B and the hardening exponent n. Further, the influence of strain-rate
is via the viscosity parameter C, the reference strain rate ˙0, the inelastic strain rate k˙
and thermal softening is via the degradation function g[θ]. It is worth noting that in
Paper A and Paper C the strain-rate dependence and thermal softening effects in the
JC constitutive model were neglected hence, quasi-static and iso-thermal conditions were
assumed to prevail.
To obtain the proper thermodynamic coupling the proposed damage enhanced effective
material framework in Paper B is based on continuum thermodynamics, whereby the
dissipated energy respects the first and second law of thermodynamics, respectively. As
machining is a rapid process, it might be assumed that the temperature in the primary
deformation zone does not have sufficient time to dissipate and thus adiabatic conditions
can be assumed to prevail together with the non-existence of a heat source. Hence, the
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total mechanical dissipation is formulated consisting of a degraded effective part Dˆ, the
elastic A and inelastic B damage driving parts as
D = f [α]Dˆ +Aα˙ =
.
f [α]DˆT + (A+ B) α˙ ≥ 0
with Dˆ = τˆ iso : dp + κˆk˙ ≥ 0 and B = −f ′[α]DˆT ≥ 0
(3.4)
where DˆT =
∫ t
0
Dˆ dt is the total effective dissipation, α˙ is the rate of damage, τˆ iso is the
isochoric Kirchhoff stress tensor, κˆ is the micro hardening stress and dp is the plastic rate
of deformation tensor. In line with the limitations on the thermodynamics e.g. adiabatic
conditions, a simplified version of the energy equation is formulated as
cv θ˙ = w
p +Aα˙− 3Kαθθ1 : d− f [α]
(
κˆ+ θ
∂κˆ
∂θ
)
λ (3.5)
where cv is the specific heat capacity, wp is the plastic work, 3Kαθθ is the thermal stress,
d is the full rate of deformation tensor while λ is the plastic multiplier. From Eq.(3.5)
it could be observed that the elastic damage contributes to the heat generation, while
the thermal stress and micro hardening require a portion of the energy to develop. This,
leads to a slight temperature decrease upon initial loading due to cold work.
3.3 The onset of inelastic damage driving energy
Key features for the representation of the ductile fracture response concern the introduction
of the total damage driving energy in connection to a damage threshold criterion in
Paper A and Paper B. Moreover, the damage threshold criterion acts as a barrier to
be surpassed before the accumulation of the inelastic damage driving energy is initiated
at time t ≥ tf , where tf is the damage threshold time. To arrive at a expression for the
total damage driving energy, it is assumed that the inelastic damage driving energy B in
Eq.(3.4) could be subdivided in a initial Bi and fracture Bf portion which are separated
by the damage threshold time t = tf . Thus, from the resulting thermo-mechanically
motivated dissipation rate in Eq.(3.4) and using that
.
f [α]DˆT =
.
f [α]DˆfT − Biα˙ for t ≥ tf ,
the total mechanical dissipation during the entire loading process presented in Paper B
can be expressed as,
D[t] =
f [α] Dˆ +Aα˙ 0 ≤ t ≤ tf.f [α]DˆfT + (A+ Bf) α˙ t ≥ tf (3.6)
where DˆfT is the accumulated effective dissipation Dˆ from time t ≥ tf . Evidently, in the
formulation of the mechanical dissipation, the total damage driving energy, AT , consists
of different contributions before and after the damage threshold criterion is reached at
time t = tf . This might be expressed as,
AT =
{A = −f ′[α]ψˆiso 0 ≤ t ≤ tf
A+ Bf = −f ′[α]
(
ψˆiso + DˆfT
)
t > tf
(3.7)
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Note, the major difference regarding the onset of damage evolution, between the formu-
lations in Paper A and Paper B, relate to the accumulation and release of the parts
related to the total damage driving energy. In Paper A, the release of the elastic and
accumulation of the inelastic contributions occur when the damage threshold criterion is
signaled.
To model the ductile fracture behavior, it is of significant interest that the damage
threshold criterion is physically motivated. For this purpose, the JC failure model
[22], derived and developed for the representation of ductile fracture, is applied in
Paper A–Paper C. This model accounts for the influence of stress triaxiality via d2 and
d3, strain-rate through d4 and thermal softening via d5 for the prediction of the failure
strain f which is formulated as,
f =
(
d1 + d2 exp
[
d3
pˆ
τˆe
])(
1 + d4 log
[
λ
˙0
])(
1 + d5
θ − θroom
θmelt − θroom
)
(3.8)
Here d1 relates to the amount of plastic deformation that is required to initiate the
onset of damage evolution while pˆ and τˆe corresponds to the effective pressure and the
effective von Mises stress, respectively. Basically, when the accumulated plastic strain
reaches the computed failure strain at time t = tf the damage onset threshold is signaled.
Another often used criterion is the one based on the accumulated plastic work developed
by Cockcroft and Latham [68]. A modified version of the Cockcroft and Latham criterion
is developed in Paper D which accounts for the effect of stress triaxiality as it has been
shown to be important for the modeling and simulation of machining by e.g. Lorentzon
et al. [75].
3.4 The damage evolution
The considered continuum damage point of view on the modeling, results in a pathological
mesh dependence. This phenomena is manifested through the decrease in the numerical
displacement (strain) to failure and an localization of the strain in narrow bands with
an refined FE discretization, seen in Figure 3.2 for a square plate loaded in shear.
To overcome the pathological mesh dependence, a mesh objective enhanced smeared
damage model is purposed for the representation of the damage evolution in Paper A.
Meanwhile, in Paper B, a continuum damage modeling approach derived based on
continuum thermodynamics is considered. Thus, in general, both modeling approaches
are developed within the continuum damage framework where concepts from the phase
field modeling are combined with the principle of maximum dissipation.
3.4.1 Smeared damage modeling approach
In Paper A the smeared damage modeling approach was applied for two significantly
different damage evolution laws. The first represent the augmented element removal
model while the second is an in-house developed progressive damage model. The difference
between the models considering the stress-strain response (for one finite element) under
tensile and compressive loading can be seen in Figure 3.3. An instantaneous stress drop of
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Figure 3.2: Pathological mesh dependence using the Johnson-Cook failure model to repre-
sent ductile fracture for varying FE discretizations, where le is the element length.
all stress components is obtained whenever damage evolution is signaled when considering
the element removal model. In contrast to this model, a smooth degradation of the stress
is manifested for the progressive damage evolution model.
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Figure 3.3: Stress response in uniaxial compression and tension for the two considered
damage models from Paper A in a single element: Left) The element removal model and
Right) The progressive damage model.
The governing idea for these ductile damage models is based on the relation between
the continuum dissipation per unit volume during the fracture process and the fracture
dissipation rate due to crack surface propagation. The former is defined via the dissipation
potential G due to the diffuse crack surface propagation, from the phase-field context [45],
and formulated as,
G =
∫
B0
Gcγ[α] dV where G˙ =
∫
B0
Gc ∂γ
∂α
α˙ dV ≥ 0 (3.9)
where Gc is the fracture energy release rate while the γ- field corresponds to the diffuse
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fracture area density. To arrive at a mesh objective smeared damage formulation it is
assumed that the damage field is ”localized”, meaning that the damage variable α is
confined within one element width in the FE application as illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Left) A solid B0 with an assumed localized distribution of the damage field
along fracture surface Γ. Right) FE discretization of the solid, where the element size le
determines the width of the localized zone l.
As the damage field, obtained from the solution to the momentum balance and the
constitutive equations, is assumed to be ”localized” the dissipation for different FE
discretizations should be consistent with respect to a reference (representative) FE
discretization. Typically, the reference FE discretization lr is obtained when the numerical
solution is considered converged. This provides a possibility to increase the computational
efficiency for the FE simulations by applying coarser FE discretizations le while still
obtaining an accurate solution for the numerical problem.
Hence, the conservation of the fracture dissipation energy is obtained by ensuring that
the continuum dissipation rate during the fracture process, at time t ≥ tf , is converted to
the fracture dissipation rate, which can be defined as∫
B0
Gc ∂γ
∂t
dV =
∫
B0
Dα dV (3.10)
where Dα is the constrained maximum of the continuum fracture dissipation rate defined
as
Dα = maxAT , µ f [α]Dˆ +Aα˙− µφα ≥ 0 (3.11)
Now, to formulate the damage evolution law for the element removal model and the
progressive damage model developed in Paper A two significantly different evolution
laws are proposed for respective model,
α˙ = µ
∂φα
∂AT HS [t− tf ] and α˙ = δS [t− tf ] (3.12)
Here the first expression corresponds to the progressive damage evolution law where the
Heaviside functionHS [t−tf ] ensures that the damage evolution will not commence until the
damage threshold is signaled at time t = tf . Furthermore, the second formulation represent
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the instantaneous damage evolution law for the element removal model. Whenever the
dirac-delta function δS [t− tf ] is signaled a damage evolution is manifested. To control
the damage evolution, a damage loading function is introduced as
φα = AT − g[α] ≤ 0 (3.13)
where g[α] is a damage function that controls the progression of the damage evolution
after damage threshold criteria has been reached and vary between the considered damage
laws e.g. g[α] = Ac(1 + cα)md for the progressive damage model.
Merging these concepts lead to a scaling factor for respective damage evolution law.
The scaling factor secures that the same amount of dissipated energy, as for a reference
FE discretization lr, is released during the fracture process when other FE discretizations
le are considered. Basically, the factors are used to scale the total damage driving energy
AT and are defined as
c[le] =
lr
le
(
cr +md + 1
)(
md + 1
)
and leAT = Gc = Aclr (3.14)
Here md is a exponent controlling the damage evolution rate and defined in g[α] for
the progressive damage model. The damage evolution parameter cr is assumed to be
defined based on a representative FE discretization lr. For the element removal model,
the damage driving energy AT is scaled with respect to the Ac = At=tf which is the
elastic damage driving energy to be released as if an instantaneous damage evolution
would have occurred at time t = tf .
3.4.2 Concluding results - Smeared damage approach
In Paper A it is shown that the mesh objective enhancement is able to remove the mesh
dependence seen in Figures 3.5 - 3.6, when quasi-static and iso-thermal conditions are
considered. One may note the difference between results in Figure 3.2 and 3.5, in Figure
3.5 there is a clear convergence when le decreases.
However, when a relatively fine representative FE discretization lr is chosen the element
removal model fails to scale the damage driving energy for coarser FE discretizations
thus, leading to a overestimation in peak force and displacement at failure. This is
primarily related to the release of elastic damage driving energy Ac = At=tf which
evidently becomes too large when coarser FE discretizations are used. As a matter of
fact, the scaling is implemented when the damage threshold criterion is signaled, which is
based on the fracture strain computed by the JC fracture criterion. So, for coarser FE
discretizations a larger fracture strain is predicted, leading to an overestimation of the
elastic damage driving energy. On the other hand, the progressive damage model is able
to scale both coarser and finer FE discretizations resulting in a mesh objective response.
The mesh objective simulated results originate from a numerical shear problem (a
square plate loaded in shear) where the damage pattern is always localized within one
element width and where a structured FE discretiztion is considered. However, if a
unstructured FE discretization is considered for the numerical shear problem of a hat
specimen in [76], the damage models are shown to be able to capture representative
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Figure 3.5: force versus displacement response for the element removal model with mesh
objective regularization where the reference element length lr = 50/24 mm.
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Figure 3.6: force versus displacement response for the progressive damage model with
mesh objective regularization where lr = 50/24 mm, cr = 2, md = 1.
damage modes. In this case, the damage patterns do not localize within one element
width which result in a mesh dependence. Quantitatively, however, a good agreement is
obtained for the effective stress and plastic strain levels.
With the models in Paper A, the damage driving energy is still based on a numerical
representation without any correlation to the actual fracture energy for the considered
material. Hence, besides the use of the JC models the approach lacks a complete physical
representation of the ductile damage and fracture process. Therefore, to better model this
process it is beneficial if the considered damage model is able to reflect the characteristics
of ductile fracture e.g. void nucleation and growth. In addition, the effect of thermal
softening and strain-rate are important in order to simulate the machining process.
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3.4.3 Continuum damage modeling approach
In Paper B the modeling of the ductile damage and fracture process is placed in the
context of continuum damage and fracture modeling where a progressive damage law,
leading to a physically motivated damage evolution, is proposed.
Following the similar line as in section 3.4.1, the damage field is assumed to be localized
around the fracture surface Γs surrounded by a diffuse damage in the neighboring region
as seen in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Interpretation of damage area progression in terms of void growth for existing
and nucleated voids in the localization zone. Note that l represent a portion of the
localized damage width lc.
To represent the diffuse character of the damage around the fracture surface, the diffuse
fracture area functional Af is considered. This functional is made up of the diffuse fracture
area density γ[α, α˙] as in section 3.4.1 and formulated as,
Af =
∫
B0
γ dB with γ =
∫ α
0
(
α
lc
+
α˙
v∗
)
dα (3.15)
where the diffuse fracture area density is characterized by the finite fracture area pro-
gression speed v∗, the rate of damage α˙ and the internal length parameter lc assumed
to represent the width of the diffuse fracture area. To arrive at a progressive damage
model for the representation of ductile damage and fracture, the dissipation potential in
Eq.(3.9) is considered. Via this the potential, it is possible to establish a global balance
relation between the produced energy dissipation and the input damage dissipation rate.
Here, the fracture area progression rate γ˙ and the fracture dissipation due to the damage
driving energy in Eq.(3.6) is assumed to promote the produced and input contributions,
respectively. In summary, this is formulated as,
G˙ = Gc
∫
B0
γ˙ dB︸ ︷︷ ︸
produced
=
∫
B0
AT α˙ dB︸ ︷︷ ︸
input
(3.16)
To represent the fracture area progression, the rate γ˙ with respect to the ductile damage
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and fracture response is formulated as,
γ˙ =
1
lc
αα˙+
1
v∗
α˙2 ≥ 0 (3.17)
which corresponds to a convective term 1lcαα˙ and a local damage production term
1
v∗ α˙
2.
These terms could be assumed to represent the growth of existing voids and void nucleation
in the diffuse fracture region as illustrated in Figure 3.7.
Now by combining a similar damage loading function as in Eq.(3.13) and using
constraint maximum of the damage driving part of the total dissipation rate in Eq.(3.6)
the progressive damage evolution law is obtained as
lcα˙ = v
∗ < αs[α]− α > with αs = AT [α]lcGc (3.18)
where < • > is the positive part function (or Macaulay brackets) and αs corresponds
to the source due to elasto-plastic damage driving energy. It is worth mentioning that
as v∗ →∞ the whole damage evolution is controlled by the elasto-plastic deformation.
However, the fracture area progression speed v∗ eventually converges towards a finite
speed. Applying a lower or much lower v∗ than the converged results in a increased
material ductility due to the fact that the local damage production lcα˙ in Eq.(3.18) has
time to develop and hence the damage evolution rate decreases.
3.4.4 Concluding results - Continuum damage approach
The progressive damage model was validated against a preheated cylindrical test specimen
subjected tensile loading at high strain-rates from [77]. The effect of the elastic and
inelastic contributions of the total damage driving energy AT at the initial temperatures
100 ◦C, 300 ◦C and 500 ◦C is illustrated in Figure 3.8a and compared with experimental
force versus displacement curves from [77]. The results show that the proposed modeling
framework is able to predict the force versus displacement response in good agreement with
experiments for temperatures up to 300 ◦C. The influence of the elastic damage driving
energy is overall insignificant compared with the inelastic contribution and decreasing
with increasing initial temperature. Additionally, a good mesh convergence is obtained, as
seen in Figure 3.8b, for the preheated 300 ◦C test specimen. The convergence is preserved
until the final stage of the loading where a damage mode shift occur for the finest FE
discretization and is most likely a explanation for the reduced mesh convergence in this
stage as discussed in Paper B.
Figure 3.9 illustrates the effect of the void nucleation term 1v∗ α˙
2 compared to the
static damage evolution α = αs[α] from Paper B for three representations of the effective
material on a hollow plane strain sheet similar to [45],
• Plasticity - a plasticity model with pure isotropic hardening.
• Visco-Plasticity - a visco-plastic model at iso-thermal conditions.
• Thermo-Visco-Plasticity - the full model containing all dependencies e.g. isotropic
hardening, strain-rate and temperature.
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(a) The influence of the total damage driving energy (AT ) for a cylindrical
test specimen having the initial temperatures 100 ◦C, 300 ◦C and 500 ◦C. The
numerical results are compared to experimental data obtained from [77].
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(b) Mesh objectivity for a cylindrical test specimen using an initial temperature
of 300 ◦C. The FE- discretizations range between le = 0.125 mm to le = 0.025
mm and the length scale parameter was set to lc = 0.125 mm.
Figure 3.8: Force versus displacement response for a cylindrical test specimen for varying
damage driving energy representations together with the effect on the mesh objectivity.
Evidently, the void nucleation term is shown to have a stabilizing effect on the force versus
displacement response. Moreover, the strain-rate dependence has a significant effect on
the response compared to thermal softening for this specific example. The softening
seen at higher temperatures is due to geometry changes possibly combined with strain
softening.
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Figure 3.9: Influence of strain rate and temperature in the response curve of the hollow
plane strain sheet. For comparison, the corresponding response curves using the static
damage evolution rule (α = αs) are included, dotted lines.
3.4.5 Influence of stress triaxiality and damage driving energy
The continuum damage modeling framework presented in section 3.4.3 is the approach
adopted for the simulation and modeling of the machining process in Paper D. However,
the stress triaxiality effect has been shown to be of significance in order to capture the
material separation during the machining operation [75]. The proposed damage modeling
framework is therefore validated in Paper C with respect to on the one hand varying
stress triaxiality (notch intensity) and on the other the choice of damage driving energy
AT . In particular, three different representations of the damage driving energy were
considered in order to investigate how well they are able to capture the fracture process
of tensile loaded notch specimen made of compacted graphite iron (CGI). The considered
representations are,
• Elastic Damage (ED) - The total damage driving energy is represented by the
elastically stored free energy in the effective material under the assumption of a
completely elastic continuum response.
• Plastic Damage (PD) - The total damage driving energy has only inelastic
contributions and an onset threshold of inelastic damage driving energy controlled
by the JC fracture model.
• Elasto-Plastic Damage (EPD) - Assuming an elasto-plastic continuum response,
the total damage driving energy has elastic and inelastic contributions and an onset
threshold of inelastic damage driving energy controlled by the JC fracture model.
The different approaches were compared to results from experiments on a set of notched
specimens, each representing a specific state of stress triaxiality, subjected to tensile
loading under quasi-static and iso-thermal conditions. The considered notched specimen
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and their influence on the failure strain are illustrated in Figure 3.10 where detailed
dimensions of the shear notch specimen can be found in [78].
Figure 3.10: The effect of triaxiality on failure strain for respective notch specimen.
The considered CGI material is strongly heterogeneous consisting of three micro-
structural phases, graphite, pearlite and (small amounts of) ferrite though it is modelled
as being homogeneous in Paper C. The graphite phase has a ”worm” shape in 2D
while in 3D the ”worms” are interlaced with their nearest neighbour thus creating a
complicated coral like morphology. This can be compared with gary iron (GI), where
the graphite consists of partly flake like shapes with sharp edges causing an increased
stress concentration and initiation of cracks at those sites hence, making the material
brittle. Even though CGI is considered to be of naturally brittle character, its graphite
morphology compared with the GI has been shown to increase the ductility of the material.
In addition, the local strain levels accommodated by each phase in the CGI material are
much larger than those measured globally [79]. This makes the CGI material a good
choice for investigating the brittle-ductile behavior and to compare how different damage
models may capture the fracture process recorded in [78].
The global force versus displacement response during the experimental tensile test was
recorded for all notch specimen (5 experiments per notch) and can be seen in Figures 3.11-
3.12. In addition to the experimental response, the numerical force versus displacement
curves for each representation of the damage driving energy listed earlier are included
in the figures. Even though CGI is regarded as relatively brittle material, it is seen
that the ED approach, which might be considered as a representation of LEFM but
without a pre-crack, is not sufficient enough to represent the force versus displacement
response satisfactory. Evidently, the results indicate that the inelastic part of the damage
driving energy is necessary in order to accurately predict the experimental force versus
displacement response. Though an homogeneous representation of the CGI material is
considered, the results imply that the inelastic deformations (strains), though small, are
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(a) Shear notch specimen.
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(b) Smooth notch specimen.
Figure 3.11: Comparison between the numerical approaches against experimental force
versus displacement results for the shear and smooth notch specimen, respectively.
significant.
Furthermore, the stress triaxiality clearly affects the models ability to accurately
capture the response. If the shear and triangular notch specimen are considered which
correspond to the lowest and highest states of stress triaxiality, the adopted damage
modeling is able to capture the response with respect to peak load and displacement to
fracture. For the intermediate stress triaxiality cases, the agreement with the recorded
force versus displacement curves is good for the peak force but less good for the maximum
displacement. Note though the large spread in maximum displacement for the smooth
notched specimen.
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(a) Circular notch specimen.
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(b) Triangular notch specimen.
Figure 3.12: Comparison between the numerical approaches against experimental force
versus displacement results for the circular and triangular notch specimen, respectively.
So, it should be highlighted that the force versus displacement response obtained by
applying the PD and EPD representations of the damage driving energy for the circular
notch specimen are able to capture the behavior in accordance to experimental results.
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4 Modeling of the machining process
To represent the machining process from the modeling point of view, the fundamental
mechanisms e.g. material flow, separation of surfaces, large strains and elevated tem-
perature need to be captured by the modeling framework considered. The objective
with the current section is to describe the modeling strategy adopted for the machining
process, with emphasis on orthogonal cutting, and to highlight the main results presented
in Paper D.
4.1 Nickel-based superalloy - Alloy 718
Nickel-based superalloys, such as Alloy 718 are often used in high temperature applications
e.g. gas turbines, jet engines and space applications. The primary reason for the wide
range of applications relate to its superior properties such as wear resistance, good
corrosion and creep resistance alongside a preserved strength and hardness at elevated
temperatures. However, the disadvantage is that these properties in combination with
low thermal conductivity are partly responsible for the poor machinability of Alloy 718,
thus often referred to as difficult-to-cut material [80].
Besides the poor machinability, shear localized (serrated) chips are formed when
machining Alloy 718 at high cutting speeds which is often explained by the potential
occurrence of adiabatic shear instability in the primary deformation zone [81]. Interest-
ingly, when machining Alloy 718 at low cutting speeds a continuous chip morphology is
manifested. The wide variety of chip formations with increasing cutting speed, seen in
Figure 4.1, makes Alloy 718 a good candidate to validate the adopted modeling strategy
for the representation of the orthogonal cutting process in the current work.
Figure 4.1: The variation of chip morphology, of Alloy 718, with varying cutting speed
from low (30 m/min) to high (480 m/min), from [82].
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4.2 Adopted modeling framework
The numerical modeling of the orthogonal cutting process herein, is achieved by applying
the modeling strategy developed in section 3.4.3 into the commercial software DEFORM
2D TM. A Lagrangian framework is considered and combined with a continuous re-meshing
technique. The separation of surfaces, creation of the chip and a control of the element
distortion is resolved via the re-meshing scheme. To model the chip morphology during
the machining of Alloy 718, the continuum damage modeling framework is introduced in
a rigid visco-plastic flow formulation e.g. [83]. This implies that the inelastic contribution
to the damage driving energy, introduced in Eq.( 3.7), is assumed to promote the damage
evolution after the damage threshold criterion is signaled thus AT = Bf . It is a valid
assumption for metal cutting simulations since the elastic contribution to the deformation
is insignificant compared with the total amount of material deformation at the vicinity of
the cutting tool.
The continuum material response, until the damage threshold criterion is reached, is
governed by the visco-plastic Johnson-Cook constitutive model, presented in Eq.( 3.3). In
this work, the damage threshold criterion, signaling the initiation of the isotropic scalar
damage evolution in this case, is represented by a modified version of the Cockcroft-
Latham criterion [68] in terms of a damage initiation function φd[t]. The damage initiation
time t = tf is considered to be the time station when φd[tf ] = 0 is fulfilled. The damage
initiation function is thus postulated as
φd = DˆcT [t]−WCL (4.1)
where WCL is the so called Cockcroft-Latham damage parameter which represents the
amount of dissipated energy needed for the onset of damage. Meanwhile, DˆcT corresponds
to the modified energy dissipation in terms of the effective mechanical dissipation in
Eq.(3.4) simplified as Dˆ = (τˆe − κˆ)∆. To account for the effect of stress triaxiality
during the accumulation of DˆcT , it is assumed that damage is only promoted during tensile
loading and suppressed otherwise. This is expressed as
DˆcT [t] =
∫ t
0
dˆ dt , dˆ =
{
Dˆ if τ1 ≥ 0
0 if τ1 < 0
(4.2)
where, τ1 is the maximum principal stress of the Kirchhoff stress tensor and dˆ is the
effective mechanical dissipation rate at tensile loading.
So, when the damage threshold criterion is signaled, the continuum progressive ductile
damage model (PDD), from section 3.4.3, successively degrades the effective flow stress
until complete loss of material integrity is obtained. This model is compared with the
common modeling approach where an instantaneous damage evolution (ID) is manifested
upon reaching the damage threshold criterion. The material response is then suddenly
degraded to a plateau representing ζτˆy of the effective flow stress τˆy and held fix throughout
the simulation. In DEFORM 2D TM, the ID model is used to represent fracture. The use
of the damage threshold criterion together with the degradation of the flow stress using
the PDD and ID models is illustrated, in principal, in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Top) Representation of the onset threshold criteria for damage evolution.
Bottom) Illustrates the PDD (solid) and ID (dashed) evolution laws.
4.3 FE-modeling of machining
To represent the orthogonal cutting process in a FE context in DEFORM 2D TMthe 2D
modeling set-up for the coupled thermo-mechanical simulations is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
The workpiece is assumed to be in horizontal motion, with the cutting speed vc towards
the tool, which was modelled as a rigid body. The mesh density of the workpiece and
cutting tool is increased in the tool-chip interface to increase the accuracy of the solution
and to improve the chip geometry.
Furthermore, a perfect thermal transfer is assumed at the contact regions between
the tool-chip interface. This assumption was applied due to the high normal pressure
in the tool-chip contact region. Even though the perfect thermal transfer assumption
represent an ideal condition at the contact region, it is widely accepted for FE simulations
of orthogonal machining e.g. [55], [80], [84].
In the current work, an existing pressure dependent shear friction model from [55] is
used to describe the friction distribution at the tool-chip interface and is formulated as,
τf = m0 (1− exp[−αfpc]) ks (4.3)
where τf represents the shear stress at the tool-chip interface, ks is the shear strength of
the workpiece material, pc is the contact pressure while m0 and αf are friction coefficients
representing the sticking-sliding frictional condition in the contact zone. This modeling
representation of the stress distribution at the tool-chip interface indicate that the shear
stress approaches the shear strength with increasing contact pressure. Meanwhile, as
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Figure 4.3: The modeling set up used in DEFORM 2DTM.
the contact pressure decreases so does the shear stress thus potentially representing the
sticking-sliding contact condition at this interface.
Finally, the PDD and ID model, the visco-plastic Johnson-Cook constitutive model,
the pressure dependent shear friction model, the damage threshold criterion and the
damage evolution law were implemented in DEFORM 2D TMby means of FORTRAN
subroutines.
4.4 Machining simulation and experimental compari-
son
The current section summarizes the main results with respect to chip formation, cutting
forces, contact lengths alongside the damage and temperature fields in Paper D. The
orthogonal cutting process was simulated and experimentally conducted at different
cutting speeds ranging from 30 m/min to 480 m/m with a constant feed rate of 0.1
mm/rev.
Figure 4.4: Illustration of chip thickness measurements for continuous (left) and serrated
(right) chip formation together with the contact length.
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The experimental transition from continuous to shear localized (serrated) chip forma-
tion was captured by both damage models (PDD and ID) at a cutting speed of 120 m/min.
It was observed experimentally that the cutting and feed forces, chip thickness (both
valley and peak seen in Figure 4.4) and contact length at the tool-chip interface decrease
with an increasing cutting speed. The simulated results, independent of applied damage
model, were in good overall agreement with the experimental observations. However, the
difference between the simulated and experimental measurements for the highest cutting
speeds (>120 m/min) with respect to the chip thickness (valley distance) and the cutting
force successively increased. One may note, that in industrial machining applications
of the Alloy 718 material, the cutting speed applied is normally very low. The highest
cutting speeds (>120 m/min) in the current work, are primarily used to validate the
model framework and identify its capabilities.
The increase in the relative difference between experimental and numerical results,
for the higher cutting speed, could be related to the increased severity of the thermal
and damage induced softening at the primary deformation zone. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.6 for the ID and PDD model, respectively. Evidently, for speeds higher than the
transitional cutting speed (120 m/min) the damage and the temperature fields localize in
narrow bands in the primary deformation zone thus, initiating the formation of the shear
localized chip formation. Interestingly, the severity of the damage increases with increasing
cutting speed. This is manifested by the increasing depth of the damage zone, the distance
it penetrates through the chip, while the width of this zone is successively reduced.
Similar observations are captured experimentally in Figure 4.5, where microscopic fine
level magnification images of the shear localized chip formation for the three highest
cutting speeds are illustrated. Clearly, the width of the localized deformation zone is
reduced while a pronounced crack formation is forming (indicated by a white arrow)
with increasing cutting speed. These experimental observations and numerical results
indicate that the shear localized chip formation, for Alloy 718, might be considered as a
multi-mechanism process. For instance, at the transitional cutting speed micro-structural
and thermal softening effects might be dominant while the effect of damage becomes
increasingly significant at higher cutting speeds.
Figure 4.5: The shear localized deformation zone for varying cutting speeds from [82]
where a) vc = 120 m/min, b) vc = 240 m/min and c) vc = 480 m/min.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between temperature and damage fields for respective modeling
approach and varying cutting speeds together with the experimental chip formation from
[82].
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5 Summary of appended papers
5.1 Paper A: Mesh objective continuum damage mod-
els for ductile fracture
The pathological mesh dependence related to the JC fracture model is investigated and
a remedy to remove this behavior is proposed using two significantly different smeared
damage models, presented in section 3.4.1 and referred to as the element removal and
progressive damage model. By assuming that the damage field is ”localized” within a single
element width, the dissipated energy during the fracturing or rather damaging process
should be consistent compared to a representative FE discretization. Thus, to secure that
the same amount of dissipated energy is released, after onset of damage evolution and
upon mesh refinement/coarsening, the proposed damage models are augmented with a
mesh objective enhancement. To arrive at a mesh objective (mesh independent) smeared
damage formulation, the local continuum framework is combined with concepts form the
phase-field modeling e.g. the dissipation potential G. A key feature of the mesh objective
enhancement is the introduction of the damage driving energy AT , relating the dissipation
due to the continuously deforming material and the damaging process. Furthermore, the
release of the damage driving energy is controlled by a damage threshold criterion based
on the JC fracture model. Hence, by combining the principle of maximum dissipation
with the dissipation potential during the damaging process a scaling factor is retrieved
and applied in the damage law securing a consistent dissipation release.
The proposed mesh objective enhancement is investigated under shear deformation
considering quasi-static and iso-thermal conditions. More precisely, the performance of
respective damage model is studied with respect to the influence of mesh orientation on
the mesh objectivity. When a structured mesh is applied, with respect to the loading
direction, the progressive damage model is able to preserve the mesh objectivity, in view
of the force versus displacement response. Moreover, the augmented element removal
model can only retain a mesh objective response if a mesh refinement is applied relative
to the reference mesh. The influence of unstructured mesh orientation was investigated
based on a hat specimen from [76]. The damage models are shown to be able to capture
representative damage modes. Also quantitatively, a good agreement is obtained for the
effective stress and plastic strain levels. However, the damage patterns are not localized
along one element width in this case independently of damage model, thus, there is a lack
of clear convergence in the force versus displacement response.
5.2 Paper B: A ductile fracture model based on con-
tinuum thermodynamics and damage
A novel formulation for the representation of ductile material and fracturing response is
presented. The formulations stems from a continuum thermodynamics point of view and
is developed for the modeling and simulation of machining. In this context, a continuum
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damage enhanced material formulation is applied to describe the material degradation
in shear. The damage driving energy, part of the mechanical dissipation, is expressed
such that it accounts for elastic and inelastic contributions. Hence, the initiation of
the inelastic contribution is governed by a damage threshold criterion, based on the
JC fracture model, controlling the amount of damage driving dissipation. Furthermore,
the fracture area production is considered in terms of an area progression speed and a
length-scale parameter without any non-local gradient term. In this way, the fracture
area production is completely local, consisting of a damage induced convective part and a
damage rate induced part.
The relevance of the damage threshold criterion is investigated where a uni-axial
tensile test at material point level is considered. Here three different cases for the
representation of the damage threshold criterion are assumed tf = 0, tf = ∞ and the
one controlled by the JC fracture criterion. The results show that if tf = 0 a purely
elasto-plastic damage evolution and thus a brittle fracture. In contrast, tf = 0 resembles
a completely elastic damage while the JC fracture model is able to represent a more
realistic ductile material response. In addition, results based on a hollow plane strain sheet
subjected to tensile loading similar to [45] indicate that the proposed damage evolution
law, including the damage rate induced contribution, stabilizes the response as compared
to the use of a rate independent damage law. The influence of the area progression speed
was shown to converge towards a finite value which might be thought to represent the
damage propagation speed in the considered material. Additionally, it was shown in the
validation example, from [77], where a pre-heated cylindrical specimen was subjected to
tensile loading in a Split Hopkinson test, that the elastic damage driving energy has a
small influence on the overall response compared to the inelastic counterpart. The mesh
objectivity was shown to be preserved until the final stage of the loading process in the
validation example where damage mode switching occurred depending on the degree of
FE resolution.
5.3 Paper C: Validation of the ductile fracture mod-
eling of CGI at quasi-static loading conditions
In this paper, the continuum damage model developed in Paper B is validated against
experimental tensile loaded notched specimen of compacted graphite iron (CGI) material
at quasi-static and iso-thermal conditions. As CGI is strongly heterogeneous material,
consisting of pearlite, ferrite and graphit, it is naturally considered to be brittle due
to the graphite content. However, it has been shown in [79] that the local strain levels
accommodated by each phase in the CGI material are much larger than those measured
globally. Therefore, the objective with the paper is to study the influence of the stress
triaxiality effect, represented by the variations of notch specimen, on the fracturing
process. In addition, three formulations for the mechanism of damage with respect to the
damage driving energy are investigated and compared. The CGI material is modelled as
homogeneous in the current paper.
During the experiments, force versus displacement curves together with the strain fields
obtained using digital image correlation (DIC) analysis, were recorded. Experimental
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results were compared with the numerical counterpart thus concluding that, even though
CGI is considered naturally brittle, the inelastic contribution to the damage driving energy
needs to be accounted for in order to accurately represent the material and fracturing
response during the loading process. Furthermore, it is found that the level of stress
concentration or stress triaxiality strongly affects the models ability to predict the force
versus displacement response. Basically, with increasing stress concentration the model is
clearly able to represent the experimental response more accurately than if the effect of
stress concentration is negligible.
5.4 Paper D: FE modeling of machining Alloy 718 us-
ing a novel ductile damage model
In this paper, the developed framework for the representation of the ductile material and
fracturing process in Paper B is applied to the modeling and simulation of machining
e.g. orthogonal cutting. The main objective with the paper is to investigate the influence
of damage and other micro-structural mechanisms on the chip formation process when
machining Alloy 718 material which undergoes a transition from continuous to serrated chip
formation with varying cutting speed. The phenomenological visco-plastic JC constitutive
model is applied for the representation of the material response until damage initiation is
signaled. The onset of damage evolution is controlled by a damage threshold criterion
based on a modified version of the Cockcroft-Latham fracture criterion accounting for the
effect of stress triaxiality. Whenever the damage threshold criterion is met, it is followed
by a progressive damage evolution governed by the continuum damage law developed in
Paper B. The modeling framework adopted e.g. the constitutive model, the damage
threshold criterion and damage evolution law are implemented in a rigid-viscoplastic
context in the commercial software DEFORM 2D TMvia FORTRAN user subroutines.
Furthermore, as a rigid-viscoplastic formulation is considered the damage evolution is
assumed to be promoted by the inelastic deformation in the material only.
The performance of the proposed progressive ductile damage (PDD) modeling frame-
work is compared with a more simplified approach where an instantaneous damage (ID)
evolution occur after the damage threshold criterion is met. The FE simulation results are
evaluated with respect to, chip morphology, forces and tool-chip contact lengths against
experimental findings, obtained from orthogonal cutting tests at varying cutting speeds.
An overall conclusion is that the proposed modeling framework is able to capture the chip
formation, forces and tool-chip contact lengths in a good agreement with experimental
measurements. Additionally, the transition from continuous to serrated chip formation
is captured in excellent relation to the experimental observations. Furthermore, it is
also shown that different mechanisms e.g. thermal, micro-structural and damage might
influence the chip formation process at varying cutting speeds thus the need to account
for these.
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6 Conclusions
The present thesis work concerns the modeling of the ductile material response and
fracture for FE simulations of the machining process. Thus, in the following the main
results are summarized and discussed. In addition, an attempt is made to answer the
posed research questions.
As the modeling framework will potentially be used in an industrial application for
the optimization and increased understanding of the machining process, accuracy and
robustness are key factors in order to succeed. To increase the accuracy of the modeling
predictions, it is of utmost importance to understand the governing phenomena associated
with ductile material behavior. Consequently, the ductile material response and fracture is
frequently characterized with a significant amount of inelastic deformation where voids and
micro-cracks nucleate, grow and coalesce on a micro-structural level to form macroscopic
cracks. It is therefore, in machining, of significant interest that the modeling framework
proposed can capture this response, including e.g. the creation of new surfaces and the
chip formation. In addition, as machining is a rapid metal removal process, large inelastic
strains, high strain-rates and elevated temperatures are an often occurring phenomena in
the vicinity of the cutting tool edge and must also be accounted for.
Throughout the current work, Paper A - Paper D, the JC constitutive model for
ductile materials has been applied for the representation of the visco-plastic material
response. To capture the damage initiation and the ductile fracturing response, a
combination of a damage threshold criterion followed by a damage evolution law is
proposed in Paper A and Paper B. In particular, the need for a damage threshold
criterion for the modeling of a ductile material response was illustrated in Paper B.
The ductile material and damage modeling in the current work is derived within a
thermodynamically consistent continuum framework. Thus, from the resulting dissipation
rate, a damage driving energy is formulated based on elastic and inelastic contributions.
Additionally, the damage threshold criterion, in Paper A - Paper C, is defined based
on the JC fracture criterion, accounting for stress triaxiality, strain-rate and temperature
dependency on the failure strain.
It is well known that continuum models e.g. use of the JC fracture criterion combined
with deletion of elements tend to produce a pathological mesh dependent response. To
remedy this inherited mesh dependence, a set of smeared damage models augmented with
a mesh objective enhancement were proposed in Paper A. At quasi-static and isothermal
conditions the damage models were shown to preserve a mesh objective response for
structured FE discretizations. For unstructured meshes, however, the mesh objectivity
could not be fully preserved. Concurrently, the damage models did capture realistic
damage patterns, and also quantitatively, a good agreement was obtained for the effective
stress and plastic strain levels compared to [76].
To be better suitable for machining simulations, the damage driving energy in the
fracture modeling framework is formulated such that the damage evolution is promoted
by shear deformation. Thus in Paper B, a progressive ductile damage evolution law is
derived based on the balance between the damage driving energy and the damage induced
fracture area production. The fracture area production consists of two terms modelling,
in a physical fashion, the growth of voids and nucleation of new voids in a diffuse zone.
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In addition, the inelastic part of the damage driving energy is activated when the damage
threshold criterion is fulfilled while the elastic contribution is assumed to be initiated
instantaneously. In this way, the progressive ductile damage model was shown to be able
to capture the ductile material response and the subsequent fracture at high strain-rates
and elevated temperature compared with experimental observations in [77] while partly
preserving the mesh convergence. It is also shown how the two parameters in the in the
fracture area production, v∗ and lc, who can be thought of as a measure of the area
progression speed and the width of the diffuse zone respectively affects the response, and
can be used to give a desired behavior. Furthermore, in order to properly capture the
separation of surfaces and the subsequent chip formation during the machining process, it
is well known that the state of stress at the vicinity of the cutting tool strongly affects
this response [75]. Thus, in Paper C the ability of the model to capture the material
response and fracture at various states of stress triaxiality is investigated. Evidently, a
comparison with experiments showed that the progressive damage modeling framework is
able to capture the fracture response as long as the inelastic part of the damage driving
energy is included. It is also seen that the current model gives a much better agreement
with experiments than the common method of element deletion with an improved control
of the mesh dependency.
The progressive ductile damage model was applied for the simulation of orthogonal
cutting in DEFORM 2D TMunder the assumption of rigid visco-plasticity in Paper D
as a final step of this work. As for the damage threshold criterion, a modified version
of the Cockcroft-Latham damage model was applied incorporating the effect of stress
triaxiality. The difficult-to-cut material, Alloy 718, was considered for the workpiece
material. The transition from continuous to serrated chip formation with increasing
cutting speed made this material well suited for the validation and investigation of the
proposed modeling framework. The simulation results were compared with experimentally
determined forces, tool-chip contact-lengths and chip formations at varying cutting speeds
with good agreement. The transitional cutting speed at which a transition from continuous
to serrated chip formation occur, was also predicted correctly compared with experiments.
In addition, it was shown experimentally and numerically that the width of the shear
localized zone in the vicinity of the cutting tool decreases with an increasing cutting speed.
This might indicate that the formation of serrated chip formation is a multi-mechanism
process, where different mechanisms increase in significance at varying cutting speeds.
The current model was found to give similar results as the instantaneous damage evolution
model (standard in DEFORM 2D TM) using roughly the same computational time and
storage. However, the current model is believed to be physically more sound and have
a better control of the mesh dependency, which for the commercial software DEFORM
2D TMis controlled by mesh refinement. One may also note, that the choice of values for
the parameters in the damage evolution, the resulting curve from the progressive model
resembles almost the ID curve (Figure 4.2).
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7 Future work
Despite the promising achievements presented in the present thesis, challenges exist which
need to be addressed in order to further increase the efficiency, accuracy and robustness
of the framework for modeling ductile fracture with damage evolution presented herein.
• Throughout the current work, the fracture energy release rate Gc was obtained
based on the fracture toughness (from linear elastic fracture mechanics) for the
material considered. However, one better representation of the fracture energy would
be to use recorded instrumented Charpy-V tests [85]. Thus, in order to increase
the accuracy of the modeling framework, conducting such experiments would be
beneficial.
• In the damage evolution law, Eq.(3.16)-(3.18), the parameter lc (figuratively the
width of the diffuse zone in Figure 3.7), enters together with Gc. It has been shown
that lc can be used to control the elastic damage driving energy A and thereby
indirectly, in cases where A is omitted, cause a loss of thermodynamic consistency.
Evidently, the use of lc to model different levels of ductility and different shapes in
the evolution of damage needs to be explored more.
• In order to further investigate and improve the mesh objectivity and better resolve
the damage zone, the proposed modeling framework for ductile fracture and damage
evolution response could be extended to incorporate gradient effects in the dam-
age evolution law. Note though, that implementation of the damage model into
commercial FE software will be difficult.
• The JC constitutive model applied for the representation of the visco-plastic material
response is based on a multiplicative effect of strain hardening, strain-rate and
thermal softening. It has, however, been shown that the model is not suited for
high strain ranges and thereof fails to capture the high strain behavior which is
often related to the flow softening phenomena. In addition, the JC constitutive
model does not account for the coupling effects between the strain, strain-rate
and temperature. In general, strain and strain-rate levels are much larger in
the deformation zone during machining operations than those attained using e.g.
the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar test. Thus, to calibrate the flow stress response
exceeding the experimentally obtained strain levels an extrapolation of the considered
JC constitutive model is applied. This implies that, if the constitutive model
considered is unable to account for various material or micro-structural effects at
high strain levels e.g. dynamic strain-aging and re-crystalization the extrapolation
might become incorrect. In line with these drawbacks, the constitutive model
applied in the suggested modeling framework should potentially be reconsidered or
the JC material model be modified.
• The CGI material in the current thesis was modeled as being homogenous even
though it is strongly heterogeneous. Thus, to increase the accuracy on the modeling
predictions of e.g. damage and strain levels these type of materials should be
modeled as heterogeneous.
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• Modeling of the tool wear was not part of the present thesis project even though it
might strongly affect the overall machining response e.g. forces, surface integrity,
chip formation and process stability among others. Therefore, it would be beneficial
to incorporate the effects of tool wear in the proposed modeling framework.
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